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Pharmacy technician seeking a position in which my skills, training and abilities will 
allow me to make positive contributions to my counterparts as well as learn, grow 
and innovate, Handling guests at the door and ensure their safety during the party; 
assisting in food disposal; handle any guest complaints or concerns; and monitoring 
security cameras throughout the day.

EXPERIENCE

Birthday Party Coordinator
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2006 – JANUARY 2007

 Scheduled and recorded all birthday parties held in party room.
 Customised party room to accommodate sex of the child.
 Directed guest to designated party area.
 Distributed food and beverages.
 Provided entertainment.
 Cleaned party area after guest departed.
 Worked Part time as a Birthday Party Coordinator.

Birthday Party Coordinator 
Delta Corporation - 2004 – 2006

 Coordinated all department functions for team of 5 employees.
 Maintained detailed administrative and procedural processes to 

improve accuracy and efficiency.
 Coordinated birthday parties with other parents and grandparents 

and served as main liaison between sales and customer service staff.
 Hosted 90 minute parties for children ages 3-15 by setting 

up/cleaning the room and assisting parents in handing out food and 
gifts Ran games and .

 Greets, acknowledges and interacts with members and their guests in
a friendly and professional manner Facilitates organized birthday 
party .

 Position was based upon party bookings, and was approximately 
twice a month.

 Party set up, running the party up to parent expectations, problem 
solving, game planning, as well as party clean up.

EDUCATION

 Diploma In Pharmacy Technician
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SKILLS

Self-Motivated, Leadership, Organisation, Creativity, Communication, Dependable.
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